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• Flags are now available for $25! Contact Patrick to order one.

• Tickets for July 4th weekend are still available! Remember, we are the movement and we make it happen by showing up to events.

• The first round of invitations to the Minuteman program have been sent out! Minutemen are committed activists who are willing to

travel and engage in high-visibility activism. They must be resilient in their personal and professional life, and be willing to appear in
public. Invitations are on a case-by-case basis, followed by a 3-month observation period to determine candidates’ suitability.

• Activists, as  well as all members, should aspire to be resilient and able to withstand pressure in case their membership in AIM

raises any issues with their family, employer, or community.
• While the goal of AIM is not to infiltrate the GOP, members are encouraged to get involved in local Republican and conservative

politics. There are many opportunities to approach both ordinary voters and influential figures who are sympathetic to our views.
Many identitarian issues can be presented through a civic-nationalist framework, and there is nothing wrong with keeping a low
profile to get what we want, especially when more and more GOP politicians are starting to take the right stance on our issues. As
always, being a good person and being perceived as one is important when representing controversial ideas, and will go a long way.

• The possibility of a conflict with Iran is increasing. AIM won’t jump the gun on the issue, but will do activism if the conflict escalates.

• AIM has a book club! Message Peter if you wish to get involved.

Q&A
• How do we get Patrick on Tucker Carlson Tonight? It’s not likely. Most media interest usually comes from our opposition on the left.

• How can we influence the GOP covertly? Get involved locally. Many issues, such as banning sanctuary cities, can be promoted there.

• How do we push back on Charlie Kirk-type rhetoric about America? Point out that a nation of ideas can’t exist without a people that

believes in those ideas. Also, many of these conservatives are really just frauds. Call them out and force them to defend their views!
• Does Patrick lift? Yes.


